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Voice has become a widespread and commercially viable interaction mechanism with the introduction of voice assistants (VAs), such as Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google Assistant, and Microsoft’s Cortana. Despite their prevalence, we do not have a detailed understanding of how these technologies are used in domestic spaces. To understand how people use VAs, we conducted interviews with 19 users, and analyzed the log files of 82 Amazon Alexa devices, totaling 193,665 commands, and 88 Google Home Devices, totaling 65,499 commands. In our analysis, we identified music, search, and IoT usage as the command categories most used by VA users. We explored how VAs are used in the home, investigated the role of VAs as scaffolding for Internet of Things device control, and characterized emergent issues of privacy for VA users. We conclude with implications for the design of VAs and for future research studies of VAs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 1960, Licklider, a computing luminary whose vision laid the groundwork for interactive information systems, posed the question,

How desirable and how feasible is speech communication between human operators and computing machines?

The question of feasibility for speech communication in human–computer interaction (HCI) has gone from the realm of science fiction to real life, with voice assistants (VAs) that are commercially available and widely adopted. There are a variety of assistants across several form factors, ranging from standalone devices (Amazon’s Alexa, Google Home), to mobile phone and
desktop-based agents (Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana). In fact, a recent Pew poll [43] reports that 45% of Americans use digital assistants, mostly on their smart phones. In spite of high levels of VA adoption, there is a gap in understanding how these technologies are being used in an ongoing basis. Corporations typically do not report on how customers are using their products. Recent HCI panels and workshops (e.g., Kaye et al. [22]) posed questions and introduced research interests in better understanding how VAs are being used and how they can be better designed.

To address this gap, we used multiple methods to triangulate our understanding of the practices of people who had VA devices in their homes. We began by interviewing 19 VA users selected from 132 people recruited from Reddit, focusing on relevant subreddits, like /r/Alexa and /r/googlehome. Through the interview process, we asked users about their daily use of VAs in order to defamiliarize their use of the technology, thus making their use of VAs more transparent [4]. Defamiliarization allows researchers to “make strange” the assumptions held by technologists about appropriation of technology in domestic spaces, thus allowing us to incorporate “the messiness of everyday life” into our analysis [5].

We found existing research characterizing use of VAs at scale was based on self-reported surveys [28, 49], content analysis of user reviews online [49, 50], and interviews [30]. It is recognized in data collection literature that self-reporting behaviors could be inaccurate, particularly so when it comes to characterizing one’s own behavior over time [63]. In order to address this shortcoming, we triangulated interview and survey responses with data from Amazon Alexa and Google Home history logs. We used Mechanical Turk and Reddit to recruit users who were willing to share the log files from their VA devices and to answer a short survey. We also conducted interviews with a subset of survey respondents.

By combining qualitative data from interviews, and quantitative data from surveys and data logs, our digital traces can be contextualized. This analysis provided us with a macro view of the categories of long-term VA use through log analysis. Much like the “ethnomining” method where digital traces are informed by various different sources of ethnographic data (e.g., interviews), we “extend the social, spacial, and temporal scope of research” into daily use of VAs [2]. In essence, our qualitative data provided the guidelines to the iterative categorization of commands in user history logs. In doing so, we answer the call of McMillan et al. [32] to use a “combinative method” when studying technology in order to understand its use, not in isolation, but “in interaction.”

In our analysis, we found that the three most frequently used command categories are: (1) Music; (2) Hands-free search; and (3) Internet of Things (IoT) control (e.g., controlling smart lights using voice commands). Our respondents integrated VAs into their daily domestic routines, especially when doing so allowed them to carry out their routines more efficiently. For example, some users created voice-activated routines lowering the lights and playing soothing music to help them sleep. Most of our respondents (~70%) knew about the existence of VA history logs, and 10% studied the logs to understand their interactions with the VAs. Most respondents could not articulate specific privacy concerns. When they did articulate specific privacy concerns, respondents discussed: (1) not being sure when the VA is “listening”; and (2) worries about sharing their information with undisclosed third parties when using VAs. While some users relied on privacy controls like muting their VAs to seek more privacy, others were more resigned to their privacy concerns and tended to trust companies operating this emerging technology.

---

1See this “What the Amazon Echo is actually used for” info-graphic (https://www.voicebot.ai/2016/10/11/statista-amazon-echo-actually-used/) as an example.
2 RELEVANT WORK

The literature addressing HCI and speech interaction spans a variety of bodies of work and various disciplines such as artificial intelligence, computer science, natural language processing, human–robot interaction, and social psychology. We identified three domains in which we anchor this research: VAs, domestic ubicomp, and privacy. We use each of these domains to articulate a research question.

A Note on Language: Some of the names used to describe speech systems or interaction mechanisms include “computers as social actors (CASA),” “conversational agents (CA),” “intelligent personal assistants (IPAs),” “intelligent agents (IA),” and “spoken dialog systems.” Furthermore, the various Alexa products, the Google Home products, and similar devices, are sometimes referred to as “smart speakers.” This diversity of terms (sometimes used interchangeably in a single paper or article) reflects the breadth of research into VAs. As a solution, we use the term “VA” in this article to refer to all speech-driven interaction systems, including Alexa, Google Assistant, Cortana, and Siri, which appears to be emerging as an industry standard term.

2.1 Voice Assistants

From a social psychology perspective described in the “CASA” literature, Nass et al. [41] conducted experiments to illustrate the intrinsic nature of speech as a driver of social interaction, even with computers. Beyond social interaction, an infrastructure must exist so that the speech can be processed, interpreted, with relevant responses produced for the user. This infrastructure can be described as the spoken dialogue system [34], which is broken out into its technical components (speech technologies, language-processing, dialogue modeling, and processing ability) that enable a user to interact with a complex computer application in a natural way. A key characteristic of interaction is the ability to engage in dialogue with a human user. CA or IPAs are built on top of spoken dialogue systems. They are often endowed with “humanlike” behavior [61] with a significant focus on the capacity “to carry out tasks.” The conversational or intelligent nature is also contingent on the ability for the system to interact in a way that illustrates that it is able to understand context and have a connected interaction across a sequence of conversational turns.

Different researchers have proposed various design principles for VAs. For example, Schechtman and Horowitz [57] focused on tasks, conversation, and relationships, and observed that task completion can impact user satisfaction [24]. Similarly, Porcheron et al. [48] examined the use of VAs in situ to better understand how people make sense of their conversations with a VA (Siri, in this case). They noted that users interact with VAs as though they were “humanlike CA,” and suggested that users will build a relationship with their VA [30, 57]. In a study of Amazon reviews of Alexa, Purington et al. [50] quote a reviewer: “Alexa is my new BFF.” The VA was not only used for accessing information or entertainment, but also as a companion for the user. In addition, VAs allowed users to collaborate when using VAs to search for information [48]. Guha et al. [19] suggest three factors for successful continued interactions with VAs: (1) contextual assistance such as using the location of the user; (2) content and updates based on user interests; and (3) personalization, using context (defined as tasks, ongoing interests, and routines) to provide suggestions [19].

While Guha et al. did not focus on the use of VAs at home, Porcheron et al. [47] analyzed how families interacted with VAs in situ. Based on earlier work by Reeves and Brown [52], the authors analyzed how “the Echo is made ‘at home’ and ‘embedded’ into various activities of home life.” Similarly, Rode et al. [33] argue that, “in domestic ubicomp, programming becomes a household responsibility, [much like] loading the dishwasher and taking out the trash.” The need for “programming” arises from the fact that new domestic technologies are not used in isolation from the “complex domestic environments in which they are situated” [53]. Tolmie et al. [58] argue that “when
digital resources enter the home they cannot just be positioned in any way within the household and its routines,” but also depend on collaborative action by the users engaged in using VAs [48]. The studies discussed above were not long-term analyses of VA use. For example, Porcheron et al. [47] conducted a month-long study analyzing the use of Amazon Alexa logs and an audio recorder. An earlier study by Porcheron et al. [48] has focused on the use of VAs in short-term interactions in public spaces. Other VA studies like that by Purington [50] and Luger [30] relied on interviews and surveys which did not make use of VA logs in their analyses. A longer term understanding of how people are using their VAs in everyday life is still lacking. Therefore, our first research question is

**RQ1: What are the daily uses of VAs?**

### 2.2 Introducing IoT Devices to the Home

Voice commands have been part of visions of smart homes in movies, television, and literature for at least the last 50 years [6]. In the 1990s, voice commands features as part of the Intelligent Room Project at MIT [11], where commands could be issued verbally to different parts of the room (e.g., lights). House_n [21] and later AwareHome [23] were two laboratory studies of domestic ubiquitous computing. Early critiques of projects like the MIT Intelligent Room Project focused on the affordances that current technology can provide for users (e.g., [9]). However, since these technologies were not widely deployed at the time, studying them in the wild would have been a challenging undertaking. However, one survey shows that 1.1 million IoT systems were installed in US homes throughout 2012. Some of these newly installed IoT systems include smart lights (e.g., Phillips Hue Lights), thermostats (e.g., Nest), stereo systems (e.g., Sonos), and cameras (e.g., Nest Cam).

While earlier studies focused on analyzing the use of IoTs in laboratory settings [21, 23], Mennicken and Huang [35] build on Bell and Kaye’s [6] view that studying ubiquitous systems should focus on the experiences of the users, rather than the creation of efficiencies in domestic spaces like the kitchen. They study user experiences in relation to domestic routines [14], other actors in the home and the technology affordances [35, 46], thus defamiliarizing the system’s use [4]. The authors found that users install IoT systems when they found such systems to be convenient – a finding that echoes that of Brush et al. [12]. Other users wanted to live in modern homes which “should have the highly advanced technological infrastructure, even when their ideas about such infrastructure were vague [35].” One concrete reason given by users for employing IoT systems was in the area of savings (e.g., using a smart thermostat to reduce heating fuel consumption).

A convenient system is one that “fits, speeds up, or improves” family routines [35]. Mennicken and Huang found that users employed IoT devices to “hack” the home and make their routines flow better. Mennicken and Huang define drivers as those who push the hacking process at home, but, as opposed to Poole et al. [46], they find that other members of the household tended to be passive users, rather than helpers in hacking the home. One of the reasons for this role breakdown might be related to the lack of a central operating system to control the multitude of IoT systems [17].

New IoT platforms tend to be heterogeneous, thus raising the cost of interacting with them and connecting the different IoT devices [36, 54, 58, 64]. While some users interact with a multitude of apps to control different IoT devices, others install gateways or hubs that allow them to communicate with and connect different IoT devices [58, 59]. These hubs allow users to create macros to

---

3[https://www2.meethue.com/en-us](https://www2.meethue.com/en-us).
4[https://nest.com/thermostats/nest-learning-thermostat/overview/](https://nest.com/thermostats/nest-learning-thermostat/overview/).
6[https://nest.com/cameras/nest-cam-indoor/overview/](https://nest.com/cameras/nest-cam-indoor/overview/).
control IoT devices and use information across the different IoT platforms [35]. Setting up these IoT devices requires significant technical work by the users. In fact, some hubs assume coding knowledge to set up macros for using different IoT devices.

Tolmie et al. [58] refer to the labor associated with setting up and maintaining IoT devices at home as “digital plumbing.” With the addition of more IoT devices, these technologies need to be incorporated into domestic routines [15]. This incorporation into the family daily routine can be complex as family members discover new ways to implement their routines with each added IoT device and iterate to include more IoT devices in their smart homes [35].

While there have been studies analyzing the use of IoT devices in smart homes, we lack an understanding of the ways VAs are used in relation to other IoT devices in smart homes. Therefore, we ask the following research question,

\[ \text{RQ2: How do users incorporate voice assistants into their IoT domestic setup?} \]

2.3 Privacy

Cloud-connected or “always on” systems introduce new challenges for maintaining users’ privacy. Data, and its collection, use, and sharing are often invisible. It is very difficult to design and deploy privacy-sensitive ubicomp systems [20]. Since the current legal framework around privacy is based on a notice and consent model that “cannot hope” to meet the challenges posed by ubiquitous computing systems [29], a new system of communication for privacy preferences and consent are needed. Other methods of presenting terms and conditions for mobile and ubiquitous technology was proposed by Morrison et al. [39], where the use of the system would be interrupted with “visual representations of collected data” as opposed to long descriptions of such data.

Earlier work suggests that there are privacy concerns specific to the use of VAs. Diao et al. [16] discuss security problems that show how VA components are potential security threats. Moorthy and Vu [38] discuss privacy issues that arise from using VAs in public such as being overheard. Indeed, privacy preferences are often nuanced and context dependent. Naeini et al. [40] found people were uncomfortable with IoT-based data collected in their homes and with data shared with 3rd parties. Oulasvirta et al. [44] studied the long-term effects of surveillance using different modalities (e.g., video camera and smart phones) in one’s domestic environment and found that users changed their behaviors to reduce privacy violations (e.g., not walking naked even in the privacy of their own home). The reason for these changes in behavior can be explained by a privacy concept heavily relied on in the HCI literature, namely boundary regulation [45]. Boundary regulation is a process of socio-technical negotiation between individuals, groups of people who might be affected by technology use (e.g., family and friends), and technology designers [45]. In the case of VA and IoT devices, the negotiation is between primary users, usually the ones who setup and configure emerging technologies around the home, and secondary users like other family members, friends, or roommates [26].

Relatedly, the theory of privacy as contextual inquiry stipulates that privacy needs change according to the social context [42]. Klasnja et al. [25] describe how privacy concerns depended on the type of information collected, the context of collection, and the value derived from collecting the information. For example, audio recording in professional settings, especially when intimate information is shared (e.g., recording in a psychologist’s office) are deemed unacceptable. On the other hand, data that allows users to track their exercise are deemed more acceptable.

Given that earlier work describes a number of privacy concerns specific to ubiquitous technology, we ask

\[ \text{RQ3a: What privacy concerns do users of voice assistants have when incorporating the new technology in their daily interactions?} \]
Consumers want their data to be used for purposes that can provide them with actual value. Once this kind of information (data collection, use, and sharing) is made available and users are able to have control, they often decide to allow personal information to be shared. One solution to consider for the future is the use of personalized privacy assistants that could make privacy choices on behalf of the user based on previous privacy preferences [27]. Designing for transparency, awareness, and control is important, but can be difficult to accomplish. Lau et al. [26] argue that design of VAs “did not align” with the privacy needs of users. Users thought that privacy controls like the history logs and mute button were cumbersome and difficult to conceptualize.

As users incorporate VAs into their daily routines, we ask

RQ3b: What privacy controls did VA users employ to mitigate their privacy concerns?

How did they perceive VA privacy controls?

3 METHOD

To understand how people use VAs, we conducted interviews with 19 participants to explore how VA users made sense of these new technologies. We then collected Amazon Alexa and Google Home “histories,” automatically generated logs of commands, to analyze patterns of use, ultimately analyzing 82 logs totaling 193,665 commands for Amazon Alexa, and 88 logs totaling 65,499 commands for Google Home. These logs were categorized into several main command categories. Our surveys and data collection mechanisms were approved by our organizations’ review processes.

3.1 Interviews

3.1.1 Recruitment. We recruited interviewees via Reddit. After contacting Reddit moderators to introduce our project, we asked if we could post our recruitment messages to their respective boards. We posted a message on several subreddits that have users interested in home networking, VAs, and IoT devices in general (e.g., r/Alexa, r/googlehome, r/HomeAutomation). The recruiting message contained a link to an online screening survey in SurveyMonkey, soliciting people over the age of 18 based in the United States. We asked for information about VA technologies used and collected demographic information. We interviewed 19 out of a total of 132 respondents to the survey. See Table 1 for an overview of our interviewees.

3.1.2 The Interviews. Interviews were conducted between June 20th and June 24th, 2017. The median length of the interviews was 39.5 minutes, with a standard deviation of 11.3 minutes. Interviewees were provided with a $100 Amazon.com gift certificate as a token of appreciation for their participation. Respondents recruited via Reddit may be more technically capable than the average user. However, since we are studying the use patterns of a relatively new technology, the viewpoint of highly motivated and technically savvy users are useful in understanding how users might implement the use of VAs in general. We started each interview by asking the respondents about the devices they identified in the survey. We moved to focus on their use of the Internet, including their thoughts and concerns around privacy. We then asked about how respondents used their VAs as well as any IoT devices or ubicomp technologies they used on a daily basis domestically.

3.1.3 Analyzing the Interviews. The interviews were transcribed and the transcripts coded using NVivo, a qualitative data analysis package. The interviews were analyzed using an inductive

---

7While this value might be high for some academic studies, it is in line with the values paid for research subjects in industry.
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Table 1. Interviewee Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>M/F</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Kids?</th>
<th>VA devices used</th>
<th>IoT Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molly</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 1), (S,1)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(AA, 4)</td>
<td>Smart switches, smart lights, Harmony hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boris</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 2)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 2)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Harmony Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuck</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(AA, 1), (S,1)</td>
<td>Smart switches, smart lights, smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 2)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hari</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 1), (GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 4), (GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest, Smart humidity sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 2)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(S, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest, smart lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(AA, 1), (GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavin</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(GH, 4)</td>
<td>Smart lights, Nest, smart smoke alarm, smart switch, smart lock, Harmony Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monique</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(GH, 4)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(GH, 1)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(AA, 1), (GH, 2)</td>
<td>Smart lights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AA: Amazon Alexa, GH: Google Home, S: Siri.

process in which the first author conducted multiple passes, discussing the emerging codes after each pass with co-authors.

The themes included discussions of how parents used hands free search as well as music commands. They also included descriptions of how interviewees set-up their IoT environment and used VAs in conjunction with it. We also asked users to describe their interactions with other members of the family when using VAs. Finally, users discussed privacy concerns they might have when using VAs. In the results section, we expand on the themes shown in Table 2 to show how the interviewees conceived of their use of VAs in their everyday lives.

3.2 Surveys

Previous research by Bentley et al. [8] has shown that using samples of participants from Mechanical Turk can be reliable in understanding technology use when compared to large-scale professional market research surveys or the analysis of usage logs held by large corporations. Given the time and expense of collecting thousands of logs, we believe this method provides a dataset that allows us to analyze the use of these devices in the wild.
Table 2. Key Codes for Interview Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th># Interviews theme is discussed</th>
<th># Times theme is discussed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart home and IoT hubs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macros and programming</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family interactions</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of Survey Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female* (%)</th>
<th>Sole household(%)</th>
<th>No. of states**</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>No. of logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Alexa</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18–56</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Home</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18–64</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All other respondents selected male as a gender. None of our respondents chose gender non-conforming or other.
**This represents the number of states where respondents live in the United States.

Similar methods have been used by in earlier work to analyze the use of mobile devices, specifically cell phone use. Bentley and Chen [7] use survey data along with data from user smart phones to analyze their interactions with their social networks, while Battestini et al. [3] analyze similar questions through collecting all the text messages sent and received by the study participants. In both studies, the authors noted that log collection allow researchers to collect data without the potential disadvantage of missing entries (e.g., when respondents forget to enter data in diary studies).

We used MTurk and Reddit to recruit users who wanted to receive $5 in return for filling out a short survey and sharing the logs of their VA usage. Questions on the survey included how long they had owned the device and where the device was located in the home. The survey concluded by capturing basic demographic information including the composition of their household.

The users were asked to answer a question about their geographic location. Since the VA logs store timestamps in Unix epochs, these data were used to localize the timestamps from each of the user logs. We also allowed respondents to provide some free-text responses discussing their experiences with VAs. The survey took an average of 6 minutes to complete.

We summarize survey responses in Table 3 below. Of the Amazon Alexa user respondents, 26% identified as female, while 47% of the Google Home sample identified as female. Respondents covered an age range of 18–64 years. The respondents to the Google Home sample were more likely to be the sole member of their household, and were drawn from a smaller number of US states (27 versus 37). It is not clear if the demographic differences between these two samples is indicative of patterns in the users of the two products.

3.3 History Logs: Dataset

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk and Reddit to recruit participants to provide us with full device usage logs from 82 Amazon Alexa users and 88 Google Home owners. We performed the data collection in a manner similar to the phone book data collection study by Bentley and Chen [7].

Participants were provided with detailed instructions on how to access their Amazon Alexa or Google account history on the respective web pages for each product. They were given the opportunity to remove any entries that they did not feel comfortable sharing with the research team.

### 3.3.1 Amazon Alexa Logs
We collected a total of 193,665 commands on Amazon Alexa between May 4th 2015 and August 2nd 2017, a period of 851 days. On average, the datasets for our 82 Amazon Alexa users span 210 days. On the days when they used their VA, Alexa users issued, on average, 18.2 commands per day with a median of 9.0 commands per day.

### 3.3.2 Google Home Logs
In total, we collected a total of 65,499 commands on Google Home collected between September 21st 2016 and July 10th 2017, a period of 293 days. On average, the datasets for each of our 88 Google Home users spans 110 days. On days when they used their VA, Google Home users issued, on average, 23.2 commands per day with a median of 10.0 commands per day.

Google Home users issued five more commands on active days than did their Amazon Alexa counterparts. We do not have a hypothesis as to why this is.

### 3.3.3 Defining Command Categories
In our analysis, we used the Python Pandas library. Pandas is an “open source library providing high performance, easy-to-use data structures, and data analysis tools for the Python programming language.”

We read the logs into a Pandas data frame, with each row representing a command. The columns for each command included the following:

- **The command text:** This is the text used in our categorization. An example would be “Alexa, play music.”
- **Time stamp for command:** We used timestamps to determine the density of certain commands throughout the day.
- **Name of the device:** This column identifies the name of the device the user directed the command to. We have removed this column from our analysis in order to maintain the privacy of our respondents. Many of the devices contained some identifying information (e.g., name of the user or names of family members).

We began searching the dataset based on the themes that arose through the qualitative exploratory analysis of the interview data. We then found all the commands related to each of these categories (and sub-categories). In order to check the main commands in each category, we found the highest frequency terms and applied term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) to the commands to find the terms with the highest scores. TF–IDF determines the relative frequency of words in a document as compared to the inverse proportion of that word in the complete corpus. This would increase the score of words that occur more rarely throughout the corpus as opposed to “common words such as articles and prepositions [56] cited in [51]”. In our case, these would be wake words, like Alexa, since they are repeated at a high rate throughout the log data.

If any of the words with the highest TF–IDF scores were unrelated to the category, they would be added to the list of comments in another category and removed from the category currently being analyzed. We then checked a number of commands picked randomly to make sure that the commands are indeed part of the category. Defining the command categories was an iterative process. Each iteration allowed us to hone the command category further through analyzing other related commands.

---

11https://pandas.pydata.org/.
12Term frequency-inverse document frequency is a score used to find the most important words in a corpus of documents.
For example, we describe how we analyzed the command category, Music. We started by looking for commands containing the seed words “play, pause, stop, resume, restart, and shuffle.” As we sampled commands from different logs allowed us to build on the command criteria if the commands are deemed to have a similar user intent. After the first iteration, we found that there are other commands that, while using some of the terms in the regular expression above, do not relate to playing music. For example, we found that some of the users were “playing” a skill called Jeopardy. Others played the news. One of the log entries we had not anticipated here was “Text not available. Click to play recording.” This is the Alexa log entry signifying that Alexa is unable to parse the audio data. After finding these exceptions and a few others, we added another regular expression to exclude them from the music criteria. Finally, we analyzed the highest frequency words as well as the terms with the highest TF–IDF score. If any of the most popular terms (high TF–IDF score) were not related to the category in question, then we would incorporate that information into the regular expression. The next iteration allows us to have a more precise categorization of commands presented in the command logs. After a number of iterations, we created a category resembling a group of commands, in this case, music-related commands. The complete example with associated code is presented in Appendix A.1.

4 RESULTS
Below, we analyze the findings of our study. We start by describing some of the main uses of Amazon Alexa and Google Home. We then discuss the effects of incorporating a VA on the IoT environment at home. We also discuss privacy concerns users have when using VAs.

Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the command categories for Amazon Alexa and Google Home. We can see that Search, Music, and IoT commands are the three most frequently used command categories for both Amazon Alexa and Google Home. In order to further show examples of the commands within command categories, Table 4 shows the most frequent words, and most popular terms for command categories used most heavily in the Amazon Alexa files. Table 5 shows the most frequent words, and high score TF–IDF terms for command categories used most heavily in the Google Home command logs.

Out of the 193,665 Amazon Alexa commands, we found that 51,491 commands consisted only of wake words like “Amazon,” “Alexa,” “Echo,” and “Computer.” Ford and Palmer [18] have previously reported that Alexa devices will sometimes spontaneously wake without intentional invocation.
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from a user, and this result may confirm that finding. We did not find an equivalent command category in the Google Home logs. For the analysis below, we omitted these Alexa wake-only commands, which comprise 26.5% of the total, so that we could compare Amazon Alexa and Google Home usage directly.

4.1 Music, Media, and Volume

Based on the log analysis, playing music was the most common use of Amazon Alexa (at 28.5%) and the second most used command category for Google Home (at 26.1%). Users played music based on genre (e.g., classical music), album (e.g., “The Fame” by Lady Gaga), or artist (e.g., The Beatles). VA users also employed Spotify, Pandora, and other music streaming services when listening to music. Duke notes,

I use Pandora pretty heavily, so, once in a while I’ll just have Alexa put on whatever Pandora station I have or want to listen to.

However, another user noted that using Spotify on Amazon Alexa has some limitations, namely that it does not “play my own host play-lists on Spotify.” The importance of music as a VA command category is best exemplified by one respondent who wrote,

it’s almost sad to think that we only use it for music.

Kyle noted that he uses blue-tooth speakers connected to Amazon Alexa to play music in different parts of the house. Other respondents suggested that they might use Alexa for sounds related to specific routines. For example, one Alexa user noted, “I mainly use my Alexa at night right now for sleep sounds.” The use of Alexa to access music also determined its physical location at home. For example, Gavlin noted that

My wife loves music and is a music teacher, so she loves music, listens to music all the time. She also loves to cook and bake, so it made the most sense [to place Alexa] in the kitchen.

Figure 2(a) shows the heatmap for the music and search on Amazon Alexa aggregated over the 24-hour timeline. We present the weight of the specific command category as a portion of all other commands throughout that period of time

\[
\text{Command Weight} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{T} \text{Music Commands}}{\sum_{i=0}^{T} \text{All Commands}}
\]

where \( T \) is fixed at 1-hour intervals

For Amazon Alexa, the music command was used most heavily between 6 and 10 p.m., while peaking between 6 and 8 p.m. Figure 2(b) shows the equivalent heatmap for Google Home music and search commands over the 24-hour time line. Similar to the Amazon Alexa heatmap, we find that music was used most heavily between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. This might arise because users are listening to music while preparing meals at the end of the workday.

Because it was so common, we pulled volume out as a separate category from music. Around 4.9% of Amazon Alexa interactions and 5.9% of Google Home commands were volume related. Curiously, we found that the ratio of “volume up” to “volume down” commands for Alexa was 37% and 30% for Google Home commands, suggesting that both Alexa’s and Google Home’s default volume may be set too high.

Interviewees did not limit their VA use to music. Some interviewees indicated that they used their VA to access other media. For example, Jose noted how he used Google Home, along with
Google Chromecast\textsuperscript{13} to operate his Netflix account. Brad discussed how he used Amazon, along with Harmony Hub\textsuperscript{14} to control his entertainment center:

there was a lot of remotes involved [with the entertainment center]. It’s the kind of thing where someone comes over to your house and they can’t figure out how to run the system...now you can say alright CNN is a channel...so in the future if I say “Turn on CNN,” it’ll turn to that channel. That’s somewhat useful, but mainly I use it for to turn on/off, for muting and unmuting, and for pausing and resuming.

Other interviewees were introduced to smart home devices as they integrated smart speakers (e.g., Sonos) to be used with their VAs. Chuck notes that “the fact that [Alexa] could be auxiliary plugged into a Sonos Play 5 was appealing to me...They are always expanding their skillset [sic] and there’s a big open source community around building integrations to Alexa.” Using VAs led users to use smart home devices (e.g., Harmony Hub) for the purpose of interaction with their media environment. Brad describes the layout of VAs in the house thusly

We have a Harmony Hub for our downstairs entertainment system. We have two Echo Dots. One in the basement. One in the kitchen, which is basically the family room. That one’s connected to a Sonos Play 5, so we use that for all of our music streaming and entertaining the kiddo. We have another Sonos Play 1 upstairs.

In deciding where to place VAs, users consider where they listen to music or consume media throughout their daily routines. We further analyze the use of smarthome devices along with VAs in Section 4.4.

### 4.2 Search

Search or informational queries was the most prevalent use of Google Home (at 26%) and second most prevalent use for Amazon Alexa (at 19.4%). The frequency of search command use was highest

\textsuperscript{13}https://store.google.com/product/chromecast_2015.
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for both Amazon Alexa and Google Home was between 5 and 7 p.m. followed by the time between 8 a.m. and noon.

As Tables 4 and 5 show, one of the most popular terms was “song” for both Amazon Alexa and Google Home. Users used the search command to ask questions about music they listened to, specifically the name of a song they are listening to, or the name of the artist singing a particular song, and so on. One respondent notes,

Oh yeah, a couple times I’ve used it to identify a song because it’s able to do like, Alexa what’s that song that goes like and then you just sing a couple verses.

Some respondents emphasized the use of the search feature when interacting with family and friends. For example, Hari commented that “sometimes I have friends around and I could ask random questions, like trivia questions, or like some facts.” For Duke, using Alexa to search online served as way to brag to his friends. Other search commands focused on sports scores. They also used the feature to search for trivia (“How many people live in Shelbyville, KY?”) or check stock market value (“What’s Facebook stock at?”). The heatmap for weights of search commands can be seen in Figure 2(a) for Amazon Alexa and Figure 2(b) for Google Home.

Other users noted that search featured in their daily routines. For example, Brad describes how part of the reason they decided to place the VA in the kitchen was that his wife uses [VA] a lot for cooking. She uses it for converting measurements, you know how many teaspoons are in a cup… She gets pretty good responses when she asks for substitute ingredients, like if she runs out of something.

The use of search in the process of cooking might be one reason for the higher density of search commands on both Amazon Alexa and Google Home (see Figure 2). Other search queries included asking about movie show times, time when a store closes, when is a person’s birthday or a the date of a specific event.

However, queries did not always go as expected: for example, one respondent noted “She can’t hear me when the music is playing too loud.” But that was not the only problem respondents identified with using search with Alexa.

Brad compared the search feature for Amazon Alexa and Google Home

“The main knock on the Echo is that it’s not as good as the Google Home for web searches and whatever, but…if I want to Google something, I’ll use a computer.”

This view was echoed by Hari and Jose, both of whom compared Amazon Alexa and Google Home search. That might explain why Google Home is used more when employing the search command category.

4.3 Timers, Jokes, Conversations, and More!

We can also see that the use of timer command category in both Google Home and Amazon Alexa logs is between 5 and 7 p.m. This corresponds to the time users might be cooking dinner at the end of the workday. For example, Gavin notes that they use timers mostly for cooking purposes. Another user says describes how using VAs for timers is better than using dial timers,

I use timers when I’m cooking. I will say it is so much more convenient for me to do it verbally than it is to, Oh wait, whereas my phone? Oh wait, where’s the little dial timer?
Timers could also be used to set reminders for users. Table 5 shows an example where a user sets a timer to “remind me to make a smoothie at 11 a.m.” Monique, who has ADHD, said that she used timers to stay focused on the task at hand.

I am very ADHD…okay? When I’m doing things, because it’s so easy for me to get sidetracked, I do 15-minute timers. Like, let’s say I’m filing or working on a paper or something, because it’s like I can do anything for 15 minutes, you know what I mean? And so that’s thing one is to help keep me on track. It goes off, I go, “Okay, I’ve worked 15 minutes.” I can feel justified with taking a break and going back to it.

Molly placed her Amazon Alexa “in the living room on top of the coffee table … because that’s where we spend most of the time, and it’s right next to the kitchen, so I’m always asking to set up alarms.” That location also allowed Molly to place items on the shopping list as they ran out in the kitchen.

However, Harriett noted that adding items to the shopping list from different Echos result in redundant items on the list. She wanted the VA to check items across different lists. On a similar note, George noted that his Echo did not provide support multiple users in the same household;

I have my Google calendar linked in to the Echo, but it’s only my calendar. My wife can’t have a separate calendar that she uses. She’d have to just use mine as well.

Most interviewees also noted that they used VAs as Alarms. The terms used in VA logs as presented in Tables 4 and 5 show the Alarm category includes words like “set” as in set the Alarm and “snooze” when snoozing the alarm when triggered.

Users also asked about the temperature on that particular time as well as future forecasts, at times asking for a specific day, for example, “Alexa, is it gonna snow two days from now?” In addition to these functional uses of VAs, respondents also made use of their VAs to interact with other members of the family (for example, parent with children), or to socialize with visitors.

Our logs show that users asked Alexa for jokes, told Alexa to meow, or bark (Table 4). Similarly, Google Home users asked their VAs whether they “have a lover?” or if it can “scratch their backs” while also asking for jokes (Table 5). Similar interactions included asking Alexa to read a bedtime story or asking what Alexa’s favorite robot is. Similar questions were also common when friends visited and interacted with the VA. For example, Harriet says

my friends, usually they just talk to it and see if they can trip her up on something.

That’s really the main game is just to see what stupid tasks they can do with her, see if they can make her curse.

While Monique’s friends also try similar fun uses of the VA, “The ones who do not already have some type of home automation device think it’s just really wild, cause I walk into a dark room and then all of a sudden the lights are on and they’re like, What!”

4.4 How Voice Assistants Motivated Home Automation

IoT commands were the third most uttered commands for both VAs. IoT commands constitute around 10% of Google Home commands and 16.7% of the Amazon Alexa commands. Both Amazon Alexa and Google Home provide some form of home automation integration. One respondent commented that his VA, an Alexa, provided “many integration points it has with home automation products and account linking abilities with other services makes it a very useful product for me.”

The effect of buying a VA was to motivate owners to use these integration points.
Most of the IoT commands for Amazon Alexa (85%), involved switching lights on and off: “Echo, bedtime off.” The next command group (about 10%) involved dimming the lights and changing light colors, “Alexa, dim lights to 20%.” Finally, a smaller minority of the commands involved changing the temperature in different parts of the house. For example, “Set kitchen temperature to 76˚.” Similarly, 85% of IoT commands on Google home also referred to switching smart devices on and off, with 10% changing light colors, dimming lights, and changing fan speeds.

First, we identify some of the motivations behind the use of IoT commands through VAs. Brad explains that he was originally looking for a Bluetooth connected speaker for his bedroom so that his wife can listen to music. Being an Amazon Prime member,

I went to Amazon and was looking at bluetooth speakers. It was when they were introducing the first Echo, and they had the $99 deal. I’m always up for a bargain, and it sounded like it would do what I wanted… anyway, once I got the Echo, I started looking into home control.

Monique said that one reason she started investing in smart home appliances after buying Google Home is that she “felt silly to have a $130 clock radio! But I wanted to minimize my buy-in [to home automation] by installing the cheaper smart switches as opposed to smart lights like the Hue.” Monique added more IoT devices with time. Other users considered purchasing a VA only if the VA could provide value to the IoT devices installed in their homes. For example, Daniel has been accruing IoT devices, mainly smart lights, but does not own an Alexa. At this point, he would rather control his devices with their individual apps. After listing the different IoT devices and respective apps, he concluded, “I don’t really have all the stuff that [Alexa] can control to make it worthwhile yet.” Jose expands on the question of considering IoT purchases and says:

it could be difficult to get to the light in my bedroom especially at night when going to the bathroom… I thought it would be cool to control it… that’s why I got the smart plug [switch]… it was really easy to connect to Google Home. Both my girlfriend and I use it. But not sure how to think about buying more of this technology.

As users installed more IoT devices, the need for more VAs in different parts of the house arose. This incremental process of adding more IoT devices and similarly scaling up with more VAs in different parts of the house was discussed by Gavin

Just as we started using it more, we recognized it’d be more useful in other places, so we got the one in the living room. As we started getting a bit into home automation for voice control and then just as that kept growing, we wanted more in each room.

Another use of VAs was vaguely related to saving money and energy. Jose noted that he used Google Home with the Nest thermostat when he visited his brother’s house. He plans to buy a Nest thermostat to use it along with Google Home when he “becomes a homeowner.” This is reflective of view that adding home automation functionality around VAs adds to the value of user homes.

4.4.1 IoT Integration is Not without Its Problems. Survey respondents noted that they had faced problems while integrating their home automation devices. When asked if they had any other thoughts on automation, one of the free-text responses notes, “not sure why automation with Hue [lights] is so complicated.” Another noted that Alexa “needs more integration with other devices.” This view was echoed in interviews as well. Duke’s experience with connecting IoT devices from different manufacturers meant that he had to use a smart hub to connect the different
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devicestoa VA. Duke wished he could “see all connected devices without needing to go through a smart hub.” Harriet also noted that she had some problems integrating Alexa with her IoT devices. She explains that “Alexa gets confused because there are two different accounts for the same device.

For example, [there might be] two kitchen lamps.” The reason for the duplication usually has to do with using multiple apps and/or smart hubs to control and integrate IoT devices at home. Harriet had been using both SmartThings (a Samsung IoT device hub) and Wink (another IoT device hub).

On another note, Brad noted that “it would be great” if the VA could understand the context of the command. For example, Brad was interested in having the VA better interpret his comments with relation to his location in the house at the time of issuing the command to Alexa, “when I’m in the living room and I ask Alexa to shut down the lamp, I want her to shut down the lights in the living room.” Similarly, another respondent commented that “‘Alexa turn on bedside lamp’ could mean a different lamp based on who says it.”

4.4.2 Advanced IoT Functionality: Macros and Routines. Five of the respondents created IoT triggers that can be initiated using Alexa. Throughout the Amazon Alexa command logs, there were only 338 triggers used throughout the Amazon Alexa logs. A trigger is the command used to initiate an IoT Hub macros. For example, a user might program a “Play Xbox” trigger that would turn on the TV, Xbox, and stereo, and dim the living room lights. To create or change macros, the user would have to make updates in the software used to manage their IoT hub.

“I love Alexa, although there’s lots of things I wish it could do that it can’t (like single commands to play music and trigger home automation functions)” commented one of the survey respondents in the free-text question. Similarly, Brad noted that he would like to be able to give Alexa multiple commands at the same time. He noted that at this point, he does so in a “kludgy way” using the SmartThings hub. But he wants the ability to set up macros using Alexa without the need to have a hub as moderator. In addition, interviewees discussed their view that integration could be expanded to involve not only IoT devices, but also media devices like Plex and the Harmony Hub.

John expanded on this idea, explaining

You know....I wish I could setup custom voice macros...Right? Because then I could really kind of take it to the next level where I could say, set up a party mode...playing party playlist on your Plex and changing the lights to the party mode pattern and doing this and doing that. It’s the difference between having a house that could be remotely controlled versus having a house that’s truly automated and intelligent.

As can be seen in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), IoT use increases in the evening and again early in the morning. This is the time when family members return home from work in the evening and when they prepare to leave for work. It is also the time when users would start using commands related to putting lights on/off, starting/stopping fans or changing thermostat settings. The weights in the figure represent the weight of the IoT and timer command categories over the total commands issued to the VA at the same time of day.

4.5 VAs and Privacy

Amazon and Google have sought to provide history logs for their users in order to enhance their experience using the VA. Activity logs also provide some transparency and control around data collection (Alexa History and the Google Activity dashboard). Users are able to view the transcription of audio clips, listen to the audio, see Alexa or Google’s response, and delete items. We found that survey respondents reported they were aware (69.5%) of the log history, although only a small percentage reported that they had ever deleted any of their log entries (10.9%). Some of the
interviewees noted that they used their logs to review their interactions and make sure that there were no unexpected interactions. Some users like Monique actually thought the logs helped her better understand her needs. For example, if she asked for a little bit of information about something and then when seeing it in my history go, “Oh yeah, that was something that interested me. Let me see if there are any books available on that or if there are any movies,” and it inspires me to research further.

However, over one-quarter of the survey respondents reported that they did not know that they could delete items in History (26.8%).

Most of our respondents noted that they did not have particularly salient privacy concerns when using VAs. Gavin thought that since “they’re waiting for the trigger words, and they can’t send any audio before that word is triggered,” he does not have privacy concerns specific to using his VA. John, intimating that while he thought there might be some privacy concerns, noted that you basically have a microphone that’s listening 24/7. It’s the same concept of why carrying around a cellphone constantly is the worse possible thing that could ever happen, but it makes life convenient. The primary reason I chose the Google Home over [Amazon Alexa] is because I buy pretty heavily into the Google Eco-system.

In other words, since he had already bought-in to the Google platform, using another product under said platform mitigated John’s privacy concerns.

When they did express privacy concerns, those mainly could be broken down to three main themes: (1) Amazon Alexa/Google Home listening to conversations even when not triggered with a wake word; (2) conversational records that are processed and stored on external machines; and (3) access to private information by third party services (e.g., Amazon Alexa weather skill).
4.5.1 Is She Always Listening? A survey respondent noted that Alexa sometimes “randomly
lights up or is “listening” when I haven’t spoken to her.” Their concern is specific to the control/or
lack thereof over when their VA is on/off. Molly, who had an Alexa in the living room, similarly
noted that there are topics she would prefer not to discuss around Alexa, like family finances and
other issues of a personal nature. Another respondent, Mona explains “I prefer to mute her all
the time unless we’re actually using her for something.” Mona expanded on that point by noting
that “basically, if we’re having sex we mute Alexa. Just in case [because] sometimes she’ll start
blinking…” without a wake word. Mona was referring to a device the couple had in their bedroom.
She followed this comment by saying that “[my boyfriend] thinks I’m paranoid” for muting the
VA when not in use. This disparity between different home members when contemplating privacy
settings have been echoed by other respondents. For example, Brad’s wife was worried that having
so many microphones across the house would inevitably result in some privacy invasion. Harriet
and Brad both said that that are heavy users of Alexa. They both have more than one VA in different
parts of the house. However, Brad and Harriet were both criticized by family members for having
too many VAs around their homes. Harriet said that her
in-laws are mortified that someone could hack in and see what I’m doing, but what
are they going to learn? They’re going to hear me talking to my husband about
mundane stuff like hummus recipes and stuff, so I don’t care.

4.5.2 VA Logs. Other users had more specific privacy concerns. One such concern centered on
the availability of records for their interactions with VAs and the location where these records
were stored. For example, one survey respondent said he was, “honestly creeped out that [Alexa]
stores so much information I was completely unaware of on a website that’s easy to hack.” This
comment was a reaction to the fact that the respondent did not know of the existence of the Alexa
History log before he was introduced to it in our study.

4.5.3 Access to Data by Third Party Apps. John noted that he was concerned about how VAs
“reach out to… third party services” when for example asking about the weather. He is critical of
the fact that he knows very little about what information is sent to third party services and how
these data are stored and protected. He followed this comment by saying that he would rather
have “locally hosted” systems where he can be in better control of his data. Similarly, one of our
survey respondents suggested that he wished for a “an open-source locally hosted alternative” VA
for domestic use.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on our findings and how they relate to earlier work in this space. First, we
discuss daily VA use by analyzing the main command categories for Amazon Alexa and Google
Home users (RQ1). Next, we discuss how users incorporated VAs into their IoT domestic setup
(RQ2). Finally, we analyze our findings with regards to privacy concerns and measures users take
to protect their privacy when using VAs (RQ3).

5.1 RQ1: What are the Daily Uses of VAs?
With our analysis of Alexa and Google Home History and Activity data, we have a more concre
te and accurate understanding of how people are using their VAs (especially compared to self-
reported usage). We found that the three main uses for both Google Home and Amazon Alexa are
(1) music, (2) hands free search, and (3) IoT control, primarily turning lights on and off. We also
introduce some of the less frequently used command categories.
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Following, we address our findings related to each of the categories. We also address some of the less prevalent command categories and how they were used around the house.

5.1.1 Music. VA provided users with the ability to play music. This music could be related to a particular genre (e.g., classical music), written by a particular composer or artist (e.g., the Beatles) or a particular song (e.g., “Just Dance” by Lady Gaga). Users also played music from music streaming streaming services like Pandora and Spotify. Playing music could also be related to users’ daily routines. For example, one of our interviewees suggested that he used his VA to play music that he sleeps to. Another indicated that part of the reason his family decided to place a VA in the kitchen is that his wife, a musician, liked to listen to music while cooking. This finding echoes earlier results in Volokhin and Agichtein [62], which show that contextual music recommendations depend on the activity the user is undertaking at home. For example, the music one plays when cooking might be different from that they play when they wanted to sleep, clean the house or play with the children.

5.1.2 Hands Free Search. Related to the Music category, the search category showed that users asked about music they were listening to: who was singing, when was the song written, and so on. Hands free search also provided users with affordances to conduct hands-free online search throughout their daily routines. Some users searched through recipes while cooking, reducing the need to touch devices, while working in the kitchen. Other users asked about trivia while hosting friends and family. These different uses affected how users considered where they would place VAs around the house.

The search feature also provided a conversation topic between the owners, other family members and their visitors. For example, users engaged in collaborative search when engaged in trivia or other discussions. This finding echoes results from Porcheron et al. [48] stating that the use of VA “has the effect of democratizing the device use by allowing any member to engage without invitation, and to intervene or collaborate with the unfolding device interaction.” Another form of social interactions involving VAs included users who noted that they “brag” to friends and family about the VA, which at times led to the visitors considering to purchase their own VA.

5.1.3 Other Uses of VAs. Social interactions with visitors afforded by VAs also extended to having more conversational interactions with VAs including asking for jokes. This echoes findings by Purington et al. [50] where users indicated that users had a personal relationship to their VAs. Users still wanted a more naturally conversational technology but indicated that group conversational experimentation was an important part of their experience. IoT integration with VAs also provided opportunity to discuss the new technology with others. We’ll discuss more about IoT integration in the following section.

5.2 RQ2: How do Users Incorporate Voice Assistants into Their IoT Domestic Setup?

IoT integration commands represented the third most used command categories in both Google Home and Amazon Alexa VA logs. Both VAs provided users with a chance to extract more value from other technologies in their homes through providing a scaffolding for the management of IoT devices.

Brad started thinking of IoT devices he could add to his home once he set up Alexa and Echo devices. While users may buy and install different IoT devices, the real value they gain out of the use of a VA is the connection between different IoT devices. If one installs a number of different “Things” around the home, the ability to communicate with them without having to access multiple apps is of value. For example, the highest frequency words and words with highest TF–IDF scores show that VAs have been used to control IoT devices in different parts of the house (kitchen,
bedroom, living room, and so on.) mostly to turn lights on and off. While some users found such use convenient, this idea was a vague one related to making the home a “modern” or “smart home.” This echoes the findings of Mennicken and Huang as they studied the introduction of IoT devices in domestic spaces outside of laboratory settings [35].

The way users measured the value of VAs and IoT devices around the home changed in relation to: (1) home ownership and (2) daily routines that could be automated. Respondents noted that they would be more willing to install more IoT devices and more VAs, if they owned the house since they thought making their domicile smarter added to its value. Much like respondents in Mennicken and Huang [35], our respondents wanted to identify daily routines that could be made easier, while maintaining a low price range, when using their VAs in addition to IoT devices. With each iteration, users who found the integration of VAs with IoT devices at home thought that they might want more VAs in different parts of the house to control even more IoT devices. Much like users who iterated their IoT installations in Mennicken and Huang [35], we also found that VA users iterated using more VAs and integrating them with more IoT devices as they made sense of the capacities of both.

However, our respondents still indicated that their use of VAs along with IoTs was not without its problems. Users indicated that their VAs lack contextualization in two main ways: (1) spatiotemporal contextualization; and (2) dynamic instruction contextualization, or macros. Below, we expand on each of these contextualization issues.

5.2.1 Spatial and Temporal Contextualization. Spatial contextualization refers to the capacity of the VA to recognize where the user is physically at any particular point in time. If a user wants to control an IoT device in the living room while in the living room, then the VA should understand that the user is attempting to control the IoT device in the living room, unless otherwise specified by the user. Similarly, Guha et al. in their design recommendations argued for the importance of geographical contextualization of the data used by the VA [19]. In their case, this contextualization required the use of the GPS coordinates of the user.

Rong et al. [55] tackled a similar problem of temporal contextualization setting up calendar appointments. In their system, the main problem was to allow the VA to make sense of a command such as “remind me to get milk this afternoon.” Note that the command here is not specific, but relational. The user is assuming that the VA can contextualize her command in the same way that a human would.

In a similar vein, we suggest the design of a spatial and temporal contextualization for user commands, especially when relayed to IoT devices around the home. This can be done by providing an easy way for the user to dynamically “map” their house, where each VA is available in that map and how it relates to the location of IoT devices. For example, when a user sets one VA in the living room and one in the bedroom, the user could dynamically allocate IoT devices to be controlled by default through the VA. If the user is in the bedroom and wants to change the fan setting, she should not have to specify that the command is referencing the fan in the bedroom, the VA should provide the spatial context. This is especially interesting given that our respondents were installing multiple VAs to control devices in different rooms of the house.

5.2.2 Dynamic Instructions. When using VAs to control domestic IoT devices, users indicated that they wanted to dynamically control IoT actions via what two of the users termed “macros.” Macros would allow users to control a number of different IoTs in relation to a specific activity. For example, if the user is leaving the house, she might want to turn off lights in the house, close the garage door, and reduce the temperature on the thermostat.

At this point, the only way for users to create macros is by programming them through IoT hubs. As we saw from our results, a small proportion of the commands were trigger specific macros for
IoT devices. Instead of having to create macros in gateways and then trigger them using VAs, users should be able to create macros dynamically as they use their IoT devices. For example, we can envision having a separate wake word that establishes delimiters for the beginning and ending of dynamic macros.

This finding is echoed in work by Mennicken and Huang [35] as they suggest that new IoT systems should support “hackers and the hacking process.” As with the users interviewed in their study, the capacity to hack the home, and program VAs as they control more IoT devices, was a major motivation for users as they considered buying new IoT devices, and then in turn more VAs to control IoT devices in different parts of the house.

When introducing new IoT devices like smart thermostats or smart lights, these technologies are not programmed in isolation from other technologies in the home. If the VA provides users with flexible tools to “program” [53] their new devices, it will allow users to more easily engage in digital plumbing of their smart homes [58].

However, current VA designs still have to face a major disadvantage, namely, the lack of universal protocols for different IoT devices [36, 37, 64]. New VA designs can provide better affordances by providing user and geographical contextualization and embedding dynamic programming.

5.3 RQ3a: What Privacy Concerns do Users of Voice Assistants have when Incorporating the New Technology in Their Daily Interactions?

Most of the respondents did not articulate a coherent view of any privacy concerns they might have when using VAs. For example, Harriet told us she had no privacy concerns, and while John intimated some consternation because of a continually working microphone at home, he is already invested in the Google platform, and explained that therefore adding another device linked to the same platform (Google Home) would not be such a privacy threat to him.

However, other members of the household/family members did have privacy concerns, as expressed by Harriette’s in-laws and Brad’s wife, especially when there were multiple VAs in different parts of the house. As secondary users of technology introduced to the domestic environment by Brad and Harriette, they had less control over its introduction into the home environment [26]. Even when more than one user can be considered a primary user, as with Mona and her boyfriend, they might have divergent privacy concerns. Indeed, Mona’s boyfriend thought that she was paranoid for wanting to mute the VA in their bedroom. These divergences represent a privacy boundary management problem [45]. As VAs are introduced into environments with multiple users who might have different privacy needs while sharing the same physical space, designers could introduce ways to provide users with granular control mechanisms when using VAs in different parts of the house. For example, the VA in the bedroom could be muted automatically after 9 p.m. until the morning alarm.

Our respondents made it clear that they did not know what information was shared with 3rd party services, or how the data was shared. For example, when using a weather Alexa skill, the users do not have a clear understanding of the data shared with third party weather apps. Following the recommendations of Morrison et al. [39], the use of the VA can be interrupted with a voice message to the user to explain what data is being shared when using third party skills.

5.4 RQ3b: What Privacy Controls did VA Users Employ to Mitigate any Privacy Concerns? How did they Perceive VA Privacy Controls?

Our research reinforced our admittedly pre-existing assumption that VA developers need to provide usable and prominent information about how consumers can have control over their data. Some of the survey respondents did not know that the history log existed for their VA, let alone that they could access the log and delete earlier commands and queries. As our results show, only a
fraction of those who knew of the existence of the logs edited them for privacy concerns. This
finding echos findings by Lua et al. [26] indicating that while users might know of the logs, they
might find accessing and editing them too cumbersome.

One concern that users did explain clearly referred to not knowing whether their VA is listen-
ing when they did not want it to listen. For example, Molly physically unplugged the VA when
discussing financial issues because she did not trust that Alexa would not be listening if it were
muted. Mona made a similar statement talking about VAs in the bedroom. Recent work by Ford
and Palmer [18] shows that indeed, when Alexa is muted, it does not record audio and send it to
the Amazon Service for processing. However, they found that when not muted, Alexa sometimes
does interact with the Amazon service, even when a wake word was not used. It might be impor-
tant to provide better cues showing that the VA is actually muted. For example, when muted, the
VA could display a significantly different color/icon in order for users to be sure that the VA is
indeed muted. In addition, the logs could show users when their VA was muted, which might get
users to trust their VA in operating in a more predictable way. Further, new designs might provide
some cues that show when the VA is interacting with the cloud service.

Some of the respondents who did have privacy concerns were most worried about the fact
that their speech is being processed remotely. VA producers can ameliorate the users’ con-
cerns by providing detailed information about when and with whom these data will be shared
[60].

Another change that VA producers might enact is on-device processing. If speech processing is
done locally, there would be no need to send the data outside of the user’s network to be processed
using cloud services. Users could be advised of the technical limitations of on-device processing.
Users may then choose to accept said limitations, or rely on cloud processing of their utterances.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we provided an exploratory study of the use of VAs in day-to-day activities. As
with any other study, our study has its limitations. While the interviews provided a qualitative
insight into the use of VAs on a daily basis, they have more limitations when compared to diary
entries by users when data is still fresh in the users’ memories. They are also less contextualized
than in-home interviews at the site of VA use where the researchers can collect more information
about the environment in which the VA is used along with other technologies at home. While
our recruitment from communities on Reddit allowed us to better understand how early adopters
appropriated the technology, future work could focus on recruitment from more varied pools of
users.

Future work can focus on the use of technology in relation to family routines. For example,
earlier literature studied how parents help their children learn to use VAs [28] and engage in
conversation repair mechanisms [13, 33]. An important future study would report on how parents,
whose responsibilities include managing children’s use of and engagement with and management
of technology [1, 10, 31], engage with their children as they have increasing access to VAs?

While we articulated the broad command categories of VA use, future work could focus on the
effects of current VA uses on future use patterns. Another area to investigate is the adoption of VAs
by different user profiles. For example, can the current use of VAs predict future use of VAs by the
user? Does the use of Harmony hubs, which have some IoT characteristics, result in the increased
use of IoT devices? As the use of VAs like Siri and Google assistant (usually on cell phones) increase
[43], how is the use of these technologies affecting the way users think of VAs at home? How does
it affect the way they decide whether to adopt VAs at home or not? How does it affect their privacy
concerns when using VAs?
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7 CONCLUSIONS

As VA use becomes more widespread, we need a better understanding of daily use of this technology. Drawing on 19 interviews, surveys, and the logs from 88 Google Home users and 82 Amazon Alexa users, we provide an exploratory study of the daily uses of VAs. We found that the three most frequently used command categories were (1) Music; (2) Search; and (3) Information of Things (IoT) control commands. We describe how the incorporation of VAs at home affected the way users thought of incorporating IoT devices and vice versa. We also described how users thought about integrating VAs with IoTs. Finally, we analyze privacy concerns around the use of VAs at home, specifically, knowing when VAs are recording and the opaqueness of cloud-based services used by VAs.

APPENDIX A

Table 4. This Table Shows Amazon Alexa Command Categories Along with Highest Frequency Words and High-Score TF-IDF Scores for Each Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Highest frequency words</th>
<th>Top TFIDF terms</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not parseable</td>
<td>“Text not available. Click to play recording.”</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>pause, spotify, pandora, music, skip, next, song, stop, play, alexa</td>
<td>stop, play, skip, shuffle, song, lullaby, music, sing, radio, pause</td>
<td>shuffle songs by dropping young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>many, list, song, echo, left, tell, much, time, alexa</td>
<td>echo, time, find, state, white, know, thing, series, score, twenty</td>
<td>alexa how many hours are in a year, what states have the death penalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>ten, set, kitchen, percent, bedroom, living, room, alexa, light, turn,</td>
<td>bedside, turn, door, kitchen, set, light, lamp, percent, room, bed</td>
<td>echo bedside off, echo turn on kitchen light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>eight, ten, seven, four, three, six, five, turn, alexa, volume,</td>
<td>echo, turn, volume, three, level</td>
<td>alexa turn the volume to six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversational</td>
<td>hello, play, okay, thank, morning, shut up, hey, night, good, alexa</td>
<td>good, morning, thank, okay, shut up, series, bedtime, story, hello, robot</td>
<td>tell bedtime story to [name redacted], alexa who is your favorite robot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>twenty, thirty, ten, left, five, much, set, minute, alexa, time</td>
<td>timer, remind, add, restart, many, count, delete</td>
<td>alexa how many timers do i have set, alexa delete timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>pm, five, morning, echo, thirty, wake, six, alexa, set, alarm</td>
<td>alarm, snooze, wake, clear, check, silence, current, Tuesday, disable, status</td>
<td>alexa what’s the status of my alarms, alexa snooze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>gonna, outside, like, rain, forecast, tomorrow, today, temp, alexa, weather</td>
<td>temperature, rain, weather, snow, sun, seven, from</td>
<td>alexa what’s the seven day forecast, alexa is it gonna snow two days from now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joke</td>
<td>amazon, another, like, know, spell, knock, alexa, tell, us, joke</td>
<td>echo, tell, joke, like, dog, say, meow, alexa, know</td>
<td>alexa tell me a star wars joke, alexa can you take a long walk off a short pier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>repeat, cancel, ad, turn, echo, say, open, unknown, play, alexa</td>
<td>echo, gonna, never, close, oh, change, alexa, dance, day</td>
<td>echo can i change your name to alexa, dance off, repeat, alexa open slogan machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also provide a few examples for each category.
Table 5. This Table Shows Google Home Command Categories Along with Highest Frequency Words and High-Score TF-IDF Scores for Each Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Highest frequency words</th>
<th>Top TFIDF terms</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not parseable</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>sing, pandora, google, skip, pause, next, music, song, stop, play</td>
<td>play, skip, stop, song, sing, pause, song, music, next, resume</td>
<td>hey google next track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>name, song, stock , make, price, tell, many, left, much, time</td>
<td>code, live, work, score, nba, star, game, point, list, song</td>
<td>what’s the name of this song, what’s Facebook stock at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>100, table, bedroom, set, kitchen, lamp, living, room, light, turn</td>
<td>turn, room, light, kitchen, set, bathroom, lamp, dim, doorbell, bed</td>
<td>turntable to 50%, turn on bedside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>seven, 30, set, six, three, four, five, 50, turn, volume</td>
<td>volume, loud, turn, level, loud</td>
<td>increase volume two level seven, make it louder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversational</td>
<td>night, shut, stop, thank, morning, good, hey, okay, google</td>
<td>Okay, google, shut up, thank, good, story, read, hey</td>
<td>okay google nevermind, shut up, read me a bedtime story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>15, 1, 3, cancel, 20, 5, 10, minute, set, time</td>
<td>set, reset, time, remind, setup</td>
<td>remind me to make a smoothie at 11 a.m. today, cancel timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>15, 8, turn, 6, cancel, 30, minute, set, alarm</td>
<td>alarm, snooz, next, check, current, silence, current, Tuesday, disable, status</td>
<td>snooze for 20 minutes, set an alarm for 6 a.m. tomorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>rain, going, snow, forecast, tomorrow, like, outside, today, weather, temperature</td>
<td>weather, temperature, forecast, rain, snow, snowflake</td>
<td>how’s the weather tomorrow, what’s the weather outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joke</td>
<td>make, think, like, know, knock, spell, say, tell, joke</td>
<td>say, love, scratch, tell, joke, like</td>
<td>do you have a lover, can you scratch my back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>true, love, cancel, talk, google, tell, like, call, day, repeat</td>
<td>address, restart, repeat, obituary</td>
<td>tell me about the day, what is the address of the nearest starbucks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also provide a few examples for each category.

A.1 An Example of Command Category Iteration

As an example, we describe how we arrived at the definition of the command criterion, Music. This criteria show when users are playing music, along with the interactions users might have when playing music, like stopping music, shuffle, pause, or moving to the next song. All of these functions were named by our interviewees as they discussed their use of voice assistants. First, we loaded user logs into one data frame using Python Pandas. This allowed us to search through command logs efficiently.

```python
#Using regular expressions library in python
import re
music_criteria= r'rap|fastforward|rewind|ditty|lullaby|play|pause|
song|sing|skip|stop|music|next|pandora|spotify|listen|radio|resume|restart|shuffle'
```

After the first few iterations, we found that there are other commands that, while using some of the terms in the regular expression above, do not relate to playing music. For example, we found
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that some of the users were “playing” a skill called Jeopardy. Others played the news. One of the log entries we had not anticipated here was “Text not available. Click to play recording.” This is the Alexa log entry signifying that Alexa is unable to parse the audio data. After finding these exceptions and a few others, we added another regular expression to exclude them from the music criteria. The next iteration allows us to have a more precise categorization of commands presented in the command logs. After a number of interactions, we created a category resembling a group of commands, in this case, music-related commands.

#Identifying commands that are not related to music, but appear in original query
not_music_criteria =
  r'\([^!?Text not available. Click to play recording.|news|jeopardy|stop the alarm].*\)'

For both Google Home and Amazon Alexa logs, we created new data frames for each of the new sub-categories. For example, we created the data frame (df_music) for commands that correspond to regular expressions shown above.

In order to determine the residual miscellaneous category (df_miscellaneous), we excluded all the commands categorized in other data frames. We found nine main command categories in addition to the residual category. All these categories are presented in Table 3 for Amazon Alexa and Table 4 in Google Home.

#Referring to the data frame as df
#the new miscellaneous data frame, df_miscellaneous will contain all commands not
picked in any of the nine command categories identified earlier

df_miscellaneous = df[~df.command.isin(all_commands)]
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